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Alexi, a sub without a Dom. Lucas, a Dom without a sub. Two police officers with traumatic pasts.

Alexi is hurting since his break up with Chase, but he has to put that aside when Chase brings a

case from Club Darkfall to his precinct. The Chief is aware of his lifestyle so Alexi is automatically

assigned the case. Of course he will need a partner to play his Dom, and Lucas is the only one who

can pull it off. Lucas has been watching, he has seen AlexiÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s pain and the way he and

Chase have been hurting each other. He wants it to stop. This is his chance to make Alexi his Boy

and he's going to take it. Alexi will be his. Now they must work together, go undercover, to take

down a group that is hiding a murderer. The risk is high, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s dangerous, but Lucas and

Alexi can't fail the victims. Can they find love, in the midst, or will the fear and pain stop them from

completely trusting each other?
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I have to give high praise to this author. For me the most important part of a good book is how much

I can connect with the characters. That is A M Raulerson's strongest skill. I truly felt the joy, fear,

and pain Alexi felt. The pain, shame, and fear Lucas was feeling when he couldn't protect Alexi

brought me to tears. The same for their traumatic pasts. I love that Chase's club Darkfall is home



base. This not only introduces us to new characters but also gives us a chance to check in on

previous ones. I can't wait to see where the author goes next.

A.M. Raulerson is such a talented new author! Her second installment in the Trust Series is

amazing! The characters and story line are very well developed! I absolutely loved that Alexi is

strong character while freely submitting to Lucas. I also loved the different honorific for Lucas and

his name for Alexi when they interacted. The scenes between these men were intense and steamy!

A.M. Raulerson is very talented and imaginative. I cannot wait to read the next book in the series.

Out of the Ashes by A. M. Raulerson (Trust #2) 4 starsLucas and Alexi - D/s - Patron and Boy -

police officersFinding out there is an insane cruel Dom around, Alexi and Lucas both police officers,

decided to go undercover as D/s. They don't belong to each other but will for the time to catch the

cruel Dom.Lucas has set his eyes on Alexi for a long time and just waiting for the right time to

claim.They were eye-fucking each other for months already and are both thrilled to finally be

together. Lucas is a 24/7 Dom and demands Alexi to obey and be honest at all time. Alexi only have

to look in his eyes....Both have a traumatic past and scars on their souls.They completely open up

to each other so there will be no misunderstanding.When they get together they perfectly fit. Patron

is a wonderful strong and loving Dom and Boy is in ecstasy with all the right torture. The love

between them is palpable.To catch the cruel Dom is easier said than done. It's more complexed

than they expected.And when there is an awfully cut and tortured dead body of a young sub the

whole case gets a bad turn. This is not about one cruel Dom this is much bigger.Lucas and Alexi are

determined to catch the whole rot apple in this scene....What they don't know is the fact that this

apple is beyond rotten..... and the consequences are beyond all expectations...Captivating story.

Lucas as a Dom of Doms and Alexi always submissive.The story kept my attention constantly. The

D/s parts were really put down in a good way.Personally I'm not an admirer of 'name calling' 24/7

but that's me :) others will love that. The roles were continual and consistent and with a lot of

respect.I love the sweet way of writing it has a dedication in it, a determination to do right to the

scene.And that just worked out fine!! And last but not least it has my favored end...

Wow..A fantastic Dom and Sub story.This has triggers you might wanna know about. There are

scenes that may be tough to read, I'll admit I skipped one or two paragraphs but not enough for me

to put the book down. This has non stop drama enfolding as they investigate a case going for bad to

worse. Detective Alexi was called into see the Captain noting Chase was there. Alexi was secretly in



love with Chase even after their relationship ended. Alexi was informed he was needed for work

undercover with something Chase had discovered at his Club. There was a secret underground

group called The Osiris Circle who where taking people making them into sadism slaves/subs,

treated poorly was an understatement. Everyone knew Alexi was into the scene but they needed a

Dom to partner him on the case. Lucas was the perfect choice and he wanted Alexi for quite awhile,

now he may get his wish..but he has to keep him safe first and catch some nasty men in the

process.. I'd highly recommend this book to those who loved Dom/Subs stories..

I thought the first of this series was great, but this surpassed that. This was an exciting, intriguing,

and heart wrenching story that brings two men together in so many ways. Two police officers

brought together in an undercover operation. Alexi, a sub, has just gotten away from his cheating

DOM. His ex-DOM had brought in an abused sub to the hospital and their paths cross once more.

Lucas was a DOM who was looking for a sub and has been looking at Alexi for some time and now

the opportunity to work together in this undercover operation was his chance to have Alexi. From

the beginning Lucas sets up their DOM/sub relationship and to Lucas' excitement Alexi was just

what they both needed. BDSM strong in this one. The sex is HOT and the scenes are intense. And

the TRUST level is strong. But an undercover operation goes very wrong when they are both found

out and face death!! A great story! Highly recommendÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•

Out of the Ashes, the second book in the Trust series had my emotions on a roller coaster ride, and

I couldn't put it down. The story was well written and had a nice flow to it. And like the first book, the

story sucked me in and wouldn't let me go. I also enjoyed getting to see some of the characters

from the first book. Alexi and Lucas are such complex characters, and they had such a real feel to

them, and I loved how the author describes everything with such detail that I feel like I'm there. Both

Alexi and Lucas have issues in their past that have molded them into the men they are today, and I

loved getting to see some of their backstories. I loved the chemistry between Alexi and Lucas, and I

can't wait to read the next book in the series. I voluntarily reviewed an advanced reader copy of this

book.
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